
According to an advertisement published in the New York Times 
on January 5, 1930, 1220 Park Avenue was “an outstanding 
apartment building in an established residential neighborhood.”  

The nineteen-story structure was truly nothing short of “outstanding.”  
Opening in the fall of 1930, 1220 Park Avenue originally contained 770 
rooms, which were typically divided into apartments that ranged from 
seven to fourteen rooms, several of them duplexes.  According to the 
January ad, “careful planning, architectural skill and attention to detail” 
characterized all the apartments in the building, which were “exceptionally 
convenient and comfortable.”  Amenities also abounded and included 
“spacious rooms, ample closets” and “wood-burning” fireplaces.   But 
perhaps better than all this was the fact that the building was “100% 
co-operative.”  As a later advertisement for 1220 Park Avenue explained, 
this arrangement meant that “above all,” future tenants of the building 
would “enjoy the advantage of a real saving over rental value.”  The ad 
drew to a close by encouraging potential occupants to “inspect this unique 
building” as seeing these spectacular apartments would be “convincing.”

The fact that Rosario Candela, one of the most esteemed architects in 
Manhattan, designed 1220 Park Avenue was also extremely “convincing” 
to the apartment seeker in 1930s New York City.  Simplified and 
restrained but undeniably elegant, 1220 Park Avenue is an excellent 

example of the subtle yet luxurious designs that made Candela famous. Although Candela eventually ascended to the heights 
of the New York City architectural scene, his beginnings were incredibly humble.  Born in 1890, he immigrated to the 
United States in 1909 from Palermo, Sicily at the age of nineteen.  According to immigration records, Candela was a 
“laborer” and had arrived in the United States with only 20 dollars in his pocket. Despite arriving here relatively empty-
handed, Candela managed to be admitted to the Columbia University School of Architecture, one of the most prominent 
places to learn the craft in the U.S., if not in the entire world.  After assisting in the New York architectural practice of 
fellow Sicilian Gaetano Ajello, which largely involved designing speculative apartment buildings on the Upper West Side, 
Candela branched out on his own.  Candela’s commissions remained largely within that neighborhood until 1925 when he 
designed two structures in the Carnegie Hill stretch of Park Avenue - one at 1172 Park Avenue and the other at 1192 Park 
Avenue.  Both of the structures were incredibly successful, putting Candela well on his way to being one of the most sought 
after architects of luxurious apartment houses in New York City.  

1220 Park Avenue is a product of Candela’s more mature style; it includes all the ultra-luxurious features that put him on 
the architectural map.  Today, architectural critics ceaselessly cite the benefits of Candela’s buildings and apartment buyers 
seek out the structures that bear his name.  1220 Park Avenue is thus an architectural treasure, and makes owning a residence 
within its walls a truly historical experience!
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